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S\oiGdish Decision to Cut Mtlltary Spending Causes Defanse Re:,riall,
Reduces Likelihood ot Nuclear \tle.:'lPOl"U3 Aoquisition

INa - George C. Denney, Jr.

Since 1950. Swedents defense effort has been proportionately larfter than
that of its Scandinavian NATO neighbors and his been an important fact.or in
Scandinavinn resistance to Soviet pressures. A recent government doo:Ls1.ol1 to
decrease (;' '';:;;'Q spel1ding s1gnii'ic;;1,~t,l:' ',', plf'nned levels,has ar'ousrJd conce.rn
both in ~hieden and abroad and aeena likoly to gj.vG rise to~natiom;.J~
'. (It,
defense and foreign policies. This HeroOl·andum. examines the decision ':'C' cut.
defense outlays, analyzes the %Uoti:vut1ons behind it. and assesses tho cones..
quences thc1t it IDS)' have for Swedenifa cletensG and nuclear weapons PQJ~Lciei:1.
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- 5 (i-,ho before 1957 had been in coalition Hith the Social Democrats), decided
to remain when the Prime Hinister expressed a willingness to alloH the Commission
to draft a new four-year defense plan. The two center parties then largely
acceded to Social Democratic demands and agreed on the new Commi.ss ion directive
to the Supreme Commander before the Conservatives rejoined the Commission. As
a result, the Conservatives chose to put forth, in the form of a parliamentary
resolution,a separate proposal for the future level of defense spending; it
varies little from that in the 1963 agreement.
The hard feelings thab exist not only between the three oppostion parties
and the Social Democrats but also behieen the Conservatives and the other
two oppostion parties were evidenced during the sharp exchanges that took place
betHeen Prime Minister Erlander and Conservative Party Chairman Holmberg during
the parliamentary debate on January 19. At the end of the debate Hedlund deplored the fact that llunity on the defense question has been destroyed."

The new situation created by the proposed cuts in defense spending reduces
the likelihood that the Swedish Government vJill authorize manufacture of nuclear
weapons. The Supreme COllMander has consistently held that Sweden Hill be unable
to have an effective defense force by the 1970's if it does not acquire nuclear
weapons. However, he has recognized political realities and in recent years has
fought only to keep open the option to make the weapons within a short period of
time. In Nay 1966, he requested a specific, limited appropriation to increase
the present military research program on nuclear weapons so that the lead time
would be reduced from about seven years to four. His request was referred to the
Defense Corr~ission, which has failed to act on it.
The cuts in defense spending proposed by the Social Democrats call for reducing expenditures on military research, but it is not clear whether this liould
affect nuclear weapons research. It does seem significant, however, that the
January directive to the Supreme COIT&ander to investigate the effects of cutting
defense outlays specifically excluded consideration of nuclear weapons.
Defense Hinister Andersson stated in -mid-January -that, opinion within the
Social Democratic Party differed on whether Parliament would declare that
Sweden will not make nuclear weapons. He said that he personally opposed such
a declaration. Some papers quoted him as saying "The decisive thing is that we ,
by not taking any steps, show that we do not plan any nuclear weapons construction." HOi-lever, according to Arbetet, the paper closest to the government, he
said, "~{e have the technical resources to make atomic weapons. \I And, he agreed
with the editor of a southern Swedish newspaper, Sk~nska Dagbladet, when the
latter asked whether "our freedom of action in the question of atomic weapons
cannot be used as a means of pressure on the large powers." The clear implication
was that Sweden still maintains freedom of action on the matter, but that the
new economi.c and political situation makes it extremely unlikely that Sweden
vlOuld take any positive action. In fact, the government seems to be preparing to
sign the nonproliferation treaty (NPT), an action which would effectively rule
out future acquisition.
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